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Directly mapped caches are an attractive option for processor designers as they combine 

fast lookup times with reduced complexity and area. However, directly-mapped caches are prone 

to higher miss-rates as there are no candidates for replacement on a cache miss, hence data 

residing in a cache set would have to be evicted to the next level cache. Another issue that 

inhibits cache performance is the non-uniformity of accesses exhibited by most applications: 

some sets are under-utilized while others receive the majority of accesses. This implies that 

increasing the size of caches may not lead to proportionally improved cache hit rates. 

Several solutions that address cache non-uniformity have been proposed in the literature. 

These techniques have been proposed over the past decade and each proposal independently 

claims the benefit of reduced conflict misses. However, because the published results use 

different benchmarks and different experimental setups, (there is no established frame of 

reference for comparing these results) it is not easy to compare them. In this work we report a 

side-by-side comparison of these techniques. 

Finally, we propose and Adaptive-Partitioned cache for multi-threaded applications. This 

design limits inter-thread thrashing while dynamically reducing traffic to heavily accessed sets. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The last decade has seen significant improvements in CPU performance, however memory per-

formance continues to lag CPU performance. Figure 1 shows the performance gap between CPU

and memory performance since 1980 [10]. As the gap between CPU and memory speed continues

to widen, memory access latencies remains one of the critical issues that must be addressed by

computer architects as they try to improve performance. Caches are a memory design solution that

helps improve average memory access time by leveraging temporal and spatial locality inherent in

many user and scientific applications. Temporal locality refers to the reuse of data within a small

window. Spatial locality on the other hand means that if an address A is accessed, data residing in

memory location A+1 will most likely be accessed. The principle of locality is exploited by caches

and designers often optimize certain attributes of the cache such as the block size, associativity,

replacement policy, etc in order to better utilize locality. Caches work by placing the most recently

used portion of an application’s working set in a memory bank closer to the CPU. This ensures that

accesses to most of the application’s data will incur a much smaller access time when compared

to accesses to main memory. Given the advantages of cache memory; bigger cache memory might

seem like a viable solution; however as the size of the cache increases so do parasitics and wire

delays which adversely impacts access-time. Designers must find a balance between large cache’s

and average memory access times. One possible solution is to split the cache into levels with bigger

caches at higher levels. Figure 1.2 shows the typical memory hierarchy of a single core processor.

The system comprises of 2 levels of cache memory, main memory and disk. As we move further

away from the CPU the memory access-times increases. Main memory is significantly slower than

cache memory because it is designed with dynamic random-access-memory (DRAM). DRAM re-

quires periodical refreshing in order to retain the data. The additional circuitry and timing needed

to realize the refresh introduces some parasitics which makes DRAM memory slower.
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FIGURE 1.1. CPU performance and memory gap [10].

Another cache design consideration is how addresses map into the cache; the conventional

approach splits the address into three parts, the block-offset, index and tag. The block-offset is

comprised of the least significant bits of the address. The number of bits that constitute the block

offset is the log base 2 of the number of bytes in each block. The set index of a given address is

determined by selecting the n bits after the block-offset. Where n is the log base 2 of the number

of sets in the cache. Because data needs to be identified by the entire address the remaining bits are

used as the tag. The tag, index and block-offset of a cache is illustrated in figure 1.3. Cache access

across cache sets is non-uniform; non-uniform access means that certain sets are more heavily

accessed than others. This non-uniformity has significant implications for the performance of a

cache, because cache real estate is not being efficiently utilized.

1.1. Cache Associativity

Set associative caches employ multiple lines per cache set. On a miss to a set in an associative

cache a candidate for replacement is chosen from the lines in the given set. The rules for re-

placement is dependent on the replacement policy employed by the cache controller. Set associate

caches can have 2, 4, 8, 16 or more lines per cache set, an associative cache with one line per cache

set is also known as a direct-mapped cache. One of the most effective cache replacement policies
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FIGURE 1.2. Memory hierarchy.

FIGURE 1.3. Cache block-offset, index and tag.

is the Least Recently Used (LRU) policy, which tracks the line usage per line and in the event of

a miss picks the cache block that has been used least recently. Other policies like first-in-first-out,

random and decay based replacement also exists. Although set associativity reduces miss-rates in

caches, their access-times are much larger than when compared to a direct-mapped cache. As a

result hit time suffers, but the miss-penalty is unchanged since cache and memory lookup can oc-

cur concurrently. Considering the hit-time of set associative caches, computer architects chose to

implement high set associativity in higher level caches, while L1 cache is usually direct-mapped or

has low associativity. This drives the need to design direct-mapped caches with lower miss-rates.

It should be noted that unless a cache is fully associative, i.e. all the sets in the cache are candidates

for replacement on a cache miss; the problem of cache uniformity still exists.

1.2. Types of Cache Misses

Miss-rate is the primary metric used to evaluate the performance of a cache. It is a fraction

that represents misses per access. There are other metrics such as Average Memory Access Time

(AMAT) that represents the performance of the entire memory hierarchy. Where hit-time is the
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number of cycles it takes to access a line on a hit, the miss-penalty is the time it takes to retrieve

data from higher levels of memory on a miss. In order to mitigate the miss-penalty, accesses to the

cache and higher levels of memory are done concurrently. If the line is in the cache (a hit) the next

level lookup is terminated.

AverageMemoryAccessT ime = HitT ime + (MissRate×MissPenalty)

MissRate =
NumberOfMisses

NumberOfAccesses

To better understand cache misses and their causes I will explore the different types of cache

misses. There are three types of cache misses [10].

1. Compulsory misses: This miss is incurred on the first access to a datum. These misses are

difficult to prevent. However, pre-fetching schemes can reduce the number of compulsory

misses by identifying cache accesses before the processor requests the data.

2. Capacity misses: When the working set of an application is too large to fit in the cache,

cache line are have to be evicted, but are later brought back into the cache. These misses

can be addressed by increasing the size of the cache.

3. Conflict misses: Conflict misses occur when two or more distinct addresses map to the

same cache set. One way of addressing conflict misses is by increasing the associativity of

the cache. As the associativity increases, more distinct addresses would have to map to a

given set to cause a conflict miss. This type of miss is prevalent in directly-mapped caches.

The only cache that can eliminate conflict misses is a fully associative cache. Because these

misses occur when multiple addresses map to a cache set and data has to be evicted and later

brought back into the cache. Conflict misses are prevalent in multi-processor and multi-

threaded systems since the contention for cache set is not only caused by an application’s

accesses but is exacerbated by accesses from concurrent applications.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a the problem of cache unifor-

mity and related research on methods of improving miss-rates of direct-mapped caches. Chapter
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3 evaluates both cache indexing and programmable associativity techniques side-by-side. And fi-

nally, chapter 4 presents the performance improvement and uniformity attained by these schemes.

1.3. The Problem

Memory addresses are mapped into cache sets using index bits. However, as discussed earlier

the memory access pattern of an application are not uniformly distributed. As a result, some cache

sets are more heavily accessed than others. This non-uniformity is problematic since most of the

conflict misses in the cache are concentrated in heavily accessed sets. If set utilization were more

evenly distributed then conflict misses would also be spread across sets, thus improving hit-rates.

In a fully associative cache, this problem is non existent since the entire cache is made up of one

set. As a result all memory address maps to that one set. Other factors like the replacement policy

can also affect its performance, but uniformity will not be an issue. Although fully associative

caches offer better uniformity the hardware and cycle time cost of comparing the the tags of every

line in the cache is prohibitive. As a result, overall miss-rate reduces, but the hit-time of the cache

and hardware complexity grows as illustrated in figure 1.4. Each comparator in the schematic has

to compare the tag of the address to the tag values stored in the tag-array. Although this lookup

is done in parallel the complexity increases the hit-time. Additionally, in a fully-associative cache

the tag is longer since there is no index and all address bits besides the block-offset will become

the tag, thus significantly increasing the size of the tag-array. These issues make fully-associative

designs impractical for very large caches like L2 cache.

Several researchers have proposed techniques for improving the hit-rate of direct-mapped

caches. One approach, prefetches data into the cache before it is needed by the processor. There

are several approaches to prefetching, some techniques are simple while others incur significant

hardware overhead. One of such variation, is the one-block-lookahead prefetching [Smith 82],

which prefetches the block immediately following a block that causes a miss. Another approach,

called stride prefteching [6], tries to find the stride access pattern between consecutive iterations

of a loop. This stride access pattern is then used to determine what address to prefetch. Assume a

load/store instruction with program-counter y accesses a memory location n. A subsequent access
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FIGURE 1.4. Schematic for a fully-associative cache.

is made by the same instruction, this time to address m. The stride of this instruction is calcu-

lated by subtracting these two consecutive addresses s = m - n. When instruction y makes another

memory access to memory location x, the block residing in location x + s is prefetched. A table

is maintained to store the PC and stride of load/store instructions. This table is indexed by select-

ing a few bits from the instruction’s PC. This approach, while effective in scientific applications,

given their inherent spatial locality; can increase cache traffic and pollute the cache with unused

prefetched data, for other types of applications. To further drive home the problem of cache access

uniformity lets consider figure 1.5. It shows the misses per set of some SPEC 2006 benchmarks

Astar, MCF and Sjeng. From the figure it is clear that some sets get the majority of the accesses

while others are not frequently accessed.

Figure 1.6 illustrates the improvement in uniformity as the set-associativity of the cache in-

creases for the Gromacs benchmark. Although, the 16-way associative cache still shows some

non-uniformity the range is reduced significantly when compared to the 16-way associative cache.
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FIGURE 1.5. Misses per set for 4 SPEC 2006 benchmarks Astar, MCF, Sjeng and Bzip2.

FIGURE 1.6. Misses per set for a 16 way associative cache and a direct mapped

cache (right).
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORKS

As mentioned earlier there has been extensive research on methods of improving miss-rates

of direct-mapped caches. Some of these schemes monitor set usage and attempt to distribute ac-

cesses across sets more uniformly. Other schemes try to find ideal hash functions to map memory

addresses into the cache. These methods ditch conventional cache indexing methodology for ex-

tensions of well known hash functions for cache indexing. In a sense a cache can be viewed as a

hash-table and the goal then becomes a choice of hash function which reduces collisions. In the

following sections these approaches are explored in detail.

2.1. Dynamic Reallocation of Addresses (Programmable Associativity)

The methods explored in this section reduce miss-rates in direct-mapped caches by dynam-

ically relocating blocks of data. Some schemes naively remap blocks to other sets, essentially

reusing cache sets to store to-be-evicted data. The problem with this approach are two fold (1)

there is no mechanism for dynamically monitoring set usage and accommodating evicted data in

less active sets. (2) Because of this naive remapping useful datums could potentially be evicted.

The advantage lies in the fact that there is no extraneous mechanism to track set usage, in embed-

ded applications this low overhead implementation has significant implications in area and power.

The second class of dynamic reallocation schemes track set usage and use the information to deter-

mine which set is chosen as the victim candidate. These approaches decrease miss-rates, however

the design of some of these schemes significantly increase the average memory access-times, area

and power consumption. Here are some techniques that use programmable associativity.

2.1.1. Pseudo-Associative Caches

As stated in the previous section, higher associativities can lead to more uniform utilization of

a cache and reduce its conflict misses. However, higher associativity also adds to the cost of the
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hardware and may extend the clock cycle. In pseudo-associative caches [16], the cache is viewed

first as a direct mapped cache by mapping an address to a specific cache line. If the desired element

is not found, the cache is then viewed as 2-way associative and the second element of the set is

searched. This approach provides a higher associativity only when needed. However, since the

2-way associativity is based on traditional cache addressing scheme, the two elements of the set

are always the same. Consider the following variation to pseudo associativity. Two fields are added

to traditional caches: L and partner index (V is the traditional valid bit). The L field indicates if the

cache line is associated with another and the Partner index identifies the second cache line. This is

different from pseudo associativity since any two cache lines can form a set. Less frequently used

(or cold) cache lines can be selected as partners to more frequently used (or hot) cache lines. Two

approaches, profiling, or dynamically match cache lines as partners by keeping count of accesses

and/or misses to each set, can be employed. In principle, the partner index idea can be extended to

create a linked list of cache lines, effectively increasing the set- associativity for selected hot sets.

Of course, the longer the list, the more cycles are expended in finding the desired object. While

this approach offers a great deal of flexibility, the solution can be costly because of the extra bits

in cache.

2.1.2. Column-Associative Cache

In order to reduce the miss-rates of direct-mapped caches proposes the column associative

cache [2]. The operation of this cache design is as follows. On a miss, the line residing in that set

is a candidate for eviction. However, in this new design the to-be evicted line is placed in another

set in the cache. The secondary or rehash location is selected by inverting the MSB bit of the

original index. This design is similar to a hash-rehash cache, but the defining feature of a column

associative cache that differentiates it from the hash-rehash cache [3], is the rehash bit. When the

to-be evicted line is placed in the rehash location the rehash bit of that set is set to 1. Whenever a

set whose rehash bit is set to 1 is accessed there is no need for a secondary lookup since this set

contains rehashed data. The rehash bit reduces the average memory access-times because, an extra

cache lookup is avoided if the rehash bit is set. There are a few of scenarios possible in this design.

If a hit occurs in the primary index the line is fetched to the processor. On a miss to the primary
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FIGURE 2.1. Decision tree for a column associative cache.

index, the rehash location is checked. If this results in a hit then the data in the primary and rehash

locations are swapped. If there is a miss in both locations then data brought from the next memory

level is placed in the rehash location and then both locations swap blocks. Figure 2.1 illustrates the

operation of a column associative cache.

2.1.3. Victim Cache

Victim caches [12] are primarily designed to reduce conflict misses. That is, when distinct

blocks compete for the same cache line. In this approach, a secondary cache, called the victim

cache is used to hold evicted data from the cache. This secondary cache only has a few entries,

about 8 and is fully-associative. On a miss the evicted block is stored in the victim cache, instead

of being moved to the next level cache. Cache lines are searched in parallel with the victim cache.

This ensures a quicker hit-time. If there is a hit to either cache, then the search of the next level

cache is terminated.

2.1.4. Adaptive Group-Associative Cache

The adaptive-cache [19] also strives to improve performance of direct-mapped caches. In this

approach, blocks evicted from the most-recently-used sets are given a second life, and stored in
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LRU sets. It utilizes two tables the Set-reference History Table (SHT) to track the most-recently-

used MRU sets in the cache. And the Out-of-position (OUT) directory which stores the alternate

location (set) of blocks evicted from MRU sets. A cache set not in the SHT is flagged as disposable,

using a disposable bit. The SHT is updated whenever a set is accessed. The OUT directory is

searched in parallel with the cache. If there is a miss in the cache and a hit in the OUT directory.

The data will be swapped between the primary cache location (based on direct mapped index)

and the alternate location stored in OUT to improve future access latencies. If a disposable block

incurs a miss, the block is simply replaced with data from the next level of memory. However, if

the disposable bit is set, a disposable block is selected to hold the data that would otherwise be

evicted from the cache. The OUT directory is then updated with this new entry, by storing the tag

of the block and set where it has been evicted to. If the OUT directory is full, then the least-recently

used slot in the OUT directory is selected. The disposable bit of any entry dropped from the OUT

directory is set to zero. and. Based on experimentation the two ideal sizes for the SHT and OUT

are 3/8 and 4/16 of the number of lines in the direct mapped cache. Although the adaptive-cache

is effective in addressing conflict misses it is also capable of introducing a significant amount of

pollution in the cache. Unlike, the victim cache the placeholders for evicted data is a separate

buffer, but the cache itself.

2.1.5. Balanced Cache (B-Cache)

The balanced cache [25] improves performance by reducing accesses to frequently missed

sets and increases the accesses to less active sets. In essence, the balanced cache tries to mimic

set-associative in a direct-mapped cache; without the long access-times of set-associative caches.

The functionality of a B-cache will be illustrated with a simple example. Let us assume that the

following addresses reference a B-cache: 1, 4, 7, 1, 3, 9. To keep the explanation simple let us

ignore the byte-offset, and use 4-bit addresses that can be divided into cache index and tag. This

example uses a 4-line directly-mapped cache. In a traditional direct-mapped cache, 2 bits for the

cache index are needed, leaving the MSB as tag. The B-cache changes the mapping by using only

the LSB bits as cache index (referred to as non-programmable index or NPI) and uses the 2 bits

that follow as programmable cache index bits. This can be viewed as effectively partitioning cache
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into two halves; the first half (00 and 10) is referred to as group 1 and refer the second half (01

and 11) as group 2. Under such a mapping, the first access to address 1 (0001) will map to 2

possible cache sets and placed in one of two cache lines, say 01. The second reference 4 (0100)

is placed in 00, while the third reference, 7 (0111) is placed cache line 11. The next reference to

address 1 will result in a hit. In a B-cache any replacement policy possible in an associative cache

design can be used, in this case LRU is employed. Consequently, the recency status of set 00 is

updated. When address 3 (0011) is referenced, the LRU set 11 is selected between set 01 and 11

and this address will be placed in cache line 11. On every access the corresponding programmable

index is set. When address 9 (1001) is referenced, there is a miss in the cache. However there is

a programmable decoder hit in set 01 where address 1 (0001) resides. In the B-cache design 9 is

stored in set 01. The length of the programmable and non-programmable index are determined by

the mapping factor (MF) and B-cache associativity (BAS).

MF =
2(PI+NPI)

2OI

Here OI is the number of index bits in the direct-mapped cache and NPI is the number of

programmable bits. The B-cache associativity (BAS) determines how the cache is partitioned into

clusters. In the example above the 8-line cache is divided into 4 clusters each with 2 lines, BAS

is 4. The miss-rate of a BAS cluster cache approaches that of a BAS-way associative cache. The

BAS value is computed as follows:

BAS =
2OI

2NPI

If there is a miss in the cache but a hit in the PI, the block with the PI match is the candidate for

replacement. On a miss in both the PI and the cache, a line is chosen using a replacement policy

and the programmable index is reprogrammed with the PI of the new block; any replacement

policy used in traditional caches can be use here. In the hardware implementation of a B-cache

4×16 non-programmable decoders and 6×16 programmable decoders are used instead of 7×128

decoders in a directly-mapped cache. The programmable decoders use as an input the PI bits while

the non-programmable decoders use the NPI bits. This is based on the idea that cache is split
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up into smaller sub-arrays to trade-off the access time, area, and power consumption [7]. Any

replacement policy possible in a set associative cache is feasible in a B-cache.

2.1.6. Skewed-Associative Caches

N-way associative caches have N blocks per set, and a single hash function is used to map ad-

dresses to each bank. In a skewed associative cache [21], different hashing functions are employed

to map addresses to each way of the cache. That is, a data block with address A will map to set

f1(A) in way 1 and f2(A) in way 2. The hardware modification to implement this new design is

slight. XOR hash function with little hardware overhead are utilized. Hashing functions are chosen

such that if 2 addresses A and B conflict for a single location in way i they have a low probability of

conflict in way j. When a miss occurs in an N way associative cache a replacement policy is used

to determine the eviction candidate among the N lines that comprise the set. Least-recently-used

LRU policy is a popular option. In a conventional two way associative cache, one additional bit is

enough to implement this policy. When a cache line incurs a hit the corresponding bit is asserted

and the other cache line’s bit is set to zero. In a skewed associative cache however, this simple

implementation is not possible. This is because the replacement candidates vary with every new

address encountered. In order to find the least recently used block, each block in the cache would

have to store the cycle it was last referenced. However, the number of bits needed to implement

this design is prohibitive. The authors propose using a pseudo-random replacement policy, which

generally incurs more misses than LRU. Published results show that the miss-rate of a two-way

skewed associative cache approaches that of a four-way set-associative cache.

2.2. Cache Indexing Schemes

The schemes explored in this section aim to minimize cache set collisions by distributing ac-

cesses across sets more evenly. Most of the schemes explored in this section were derived from

hash functions used in computer science. The drawback of this approach is that access behavior of

applications vary widely and a cache indexing function that is ideal for a given application, might

significantly degrade the performance in another.
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2.2.1. Givargis

Givargis [8] devised an algorithm for selecting the optimal index bits of an address trace. The

heuristic based algorithm is suboptimal, since the problem is NP-complete. However the approach

tries to find the index bits that reduces the number of set collisions. Given an application’s trace file,

the first step in the algorithm is to extract unique addresses from the address trace. This step has

the advantage of reducing the computational intensity of the algorithm. After the unique address

trace is generated the quality value for each bit in the address is computed. This step attempts to

quantify the randomness of a given address bit. Randomness refers to the mix of zeros and ones

in the address trace for that particular bit. The address in this discussion refers to all address bits

excluding the block-offset. The quality value for bit location i is computed as follows.

Qi =
min(Zi, Oi)

max(Zi, Oi)

Where Zi and Oi represent the number of addresses having zeros and ones respectively at

address bit i. The correlation between an address bit and every other address bit in the unique

trace is then computed. The correlation measure is a real value from zero to one. A value of zero

indicates that the 2 address bits split the addresses in the same way. That is that they are mostly the

same throughout the trace and a value of one means that they split the addresses in different ways.

The correlation measure Cij of 2 addresses Ai and Aj is shown in equation 6 below.

Cij =
min(Eij, Dij)

max(Eij,Dij)

Where denotes the the number of unique addresses where Ai and Aj are similar and Dij number

of references where they differ. When the quality measure and correlation matrix for all the address

bits is calculated, the algorithm selects the bit location with the largest quality value. This becomes

one of the optimal index bits. Then the vector Cbest,j is multiplied with the quality vector Cbest,j ,

is the correlation between the bit selected and every other bit. Again, the highest quality measure

is chosen and the process repeats until all the index bits are selected. An important point to note,

is that in order to compute the optimal index bits in this method the trace file has to be obtained.

This restricts the application of the Givargis algorithm to mostly embedded applications where
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the processor runs a fixed set of known applications. Another issue, is that from all indications

Givargis considers all the bits of an addresses including the block-offset, this begs the question

which bits, in his implementation are used to index bytes within a block. In this implementation

the block-offset is not considered.

2.2.2. Patel

Patel’s algorithm [17] for finding the optimal index bits given the address trace of an applica-

tion, exhaustively evaluates each potential possibility for the index and picks the index with the

smallest conflict cost. Because of the exhaustive search, the algorithm is very computationally

intensive. Consider a 32 bit address with 4 bytes per block and a cache with 512 lines, the block-

offset accounts for 5 of the LSB bits of the address. For each combination Patel’s algorithm has

a time complexity of n2. There are optimizations possible but the extent to which these optimiza-

tions reduce the search space is limited. This algorithm is centered around a direct-conflict-pattern

DCPij which represents the degree to which the bits of address Ai and Aj differ. The direct-

conflict-pattern can be computed by performing a bit-wise comparison of the two addresses. Then

the total-conflict-pattern CPi is calculated. The total-conflict-pattern represents the degree of con-

flicts between an address Ai and all addresses that occur before Ai is referenced again in the trace

file. The CPi is computed by a bit-wise OR of the DCPij between Ai and all other addresses

before it is re-referenced.

2.2.3. Prime-Modulo Hashing Function

Conventional cache indexing utilizes the low order bits of an address. This implies a modulo

arithmetic based on the number of sets in the cache. In prime-modulo, instead of using the number

of cache sets for the modulo arithmetic, the largest prime number that is smaller than the number

of cache sets is used. The prime number function can be expressed as follows:

H(ai) = ai mod nnumberOfSets(prime)

Using a prime number will disperse accesses across sets more evenly. The prime modulo hash-

ing functions [14] that have been used in soft ware hash tables have two major disadvantages. First,
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they are considered expensive to implement in hardware because performing a modulo operation

with a prime number requires an integer division. Another issue is that all the available cache lines

are not utilized, causing memory fragmentation. The fraction of the fragmentation caused by this

technique depends on the size of the cache. The table 2.1 below shows the amount of fragmen-

tation possible for some cache sizes. Generally, as the size of the cache increases the percent of

unused cache sets decreases. Utilizing number theory the authors propose a method for comput-

ing the prime modulo function quickly without using an integer division. The foundation for the

technique is taken from fast random number generators [18].

TABLE 2.1. Prime Modulo Fragmentation

nnumberOfSet nnumberOfSetsPrime Fragmentation

256 251 1.95

512 509 0.59

1024 1021 0.29

2048 2039 0.44

4096 4093 0.07

8192 8191 0.01

16384 16381 0.02

2.2.4. Odd-Multiplier Displacement Indexing

In odd-multiplier displacement hashing the traditional modulo is performed after an offset is

added to the original index xi. The offset is the product of a multiplier p and the tag Ti.

H(ai) = ((p× Ti) + xi) mod nnumberOfSets

This function is based on hashing functions in [4] and is related to RANDOM-H functions

[20]. The odd-multiplier indexing scheme, unlike the prime-modulo indexing function is much

less complex to implement in hardware. The choice of odd-multiplier determines the performance

of this technique. [14] found that 9, 21, 31, and 61 achieve good distribution of cache accesses

across available cache lines.
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2.2.5. Exclusive-OR Hashing

In exclusive-or hashing the tag bits to the left of conventional index bits are exclusive-or-ed

with the index bits to produce new index. The new hashing function can be represented as follows:

H(ai) = ti ⊕ xi

Figure 2.2 shows the portion of the tag bits that are used for the XOR operation. The XOR

operation reduces conflicts as follows. When the set index bits are the same for two different

addresses, at least one of the tag bits will be different for the addresses. When tag bits are XOR-

ed with index bits, the conflicting addresses will be mapped to different cache lines. However,

this may cause conflicts with other addresses. Since caches exhibit non-uniform accesses patters,

Exclusive-OR technique has the potential of reducing conflicts on heavily used sets (potentially

increasing conflicts on underutilized sets).

FIGURE 2.2. Components of an address.
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CHAPTER 3

CONTRIBUTION

The contribution of this work is as follows - several cache optimization schemes are imple-

mented and their performance and uniformity are evaluated. The schemes are not just evaluated

for their ability to improve performance but also on the degree of uniformity achieved. In order to

evaluate the degree of uniformity attained by each of the schemes, 2 metrics kurtosis and skewness

are used. Kurtosis (fourth central moment) is a measure of whether the data are peaked or flat

relative to a normal distribution. That is, data sets with high kurtosis tend to have distinct peaks

near the mean, decline rather rapidly, and have long tails. This also indicates very few values near

the peak. Data sets with low kurtosis tend to have a flat top near the mean rather than a sharp

peak. A uniform distribution would be the extreme case (with zero kurtosis). For this purpose, a

highly non-uniform behavior results in a high kurtosis, while a more uniform access behavior leads

to lower kurtosis. Skewness (third central moment) is a measure of symmetry, or more precisely,

the lack of symmetry. A distribution, or data set, is symmetric if it looks the same to the left and

right of the center point (mean). If the left tail is more pronounced than the right tail, the function

is said to have negative skewness. If the reverse is true, it has positive skewness. If the two are

equal, it has zero skewness. The skewness is zero for uniformly distributed data. The miss-rate

is an inadequate metric for comparison of some schemes, consequently the comparison between

the schemes is done using the average memory access time (AMAT) . The AMAT has the ability

to factor in extra cycles incurred to realize the functionality of these schemes. Finally, a few hy-

brid solutions are implemented in an effort to further reduce the cache miss-rates. Specifically, for

B-cache, adaptive-cache and column-associative cache the performance improvement achieved by

augmenting these schemes with some of the cache hash functions is explored. In the next section,

the experimental framework and benchmarks used in our evaluations is presented. Then the results

are shown and finally, the last section discusses future work in this area.
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3.1. Hybrid Implementations

As mentioned earlier a modifications of the B-cache is presented, these modifications try to

answer the question of whether optimized cache hashing functions would improve on the perfor-

mance already provided by these schemes. For the B-cache, the use of exclusive-or, odd-multiplier

and prime-modulo indexing scheme in deciphering the non-programmable index is explored. Be-

cause a B-cache has a non-programmable and programmable index the NPI is used as the index and

the remaining bits as the tag. Therefore part of the PI index would be used to produce the final in-

dex. The ultimate goal being to reduce collisions between sets identified by a given programmable

index. We did not use the Givargis algorithm because experimental results obtained showed little

to no improvement in miss-rates. If the algorithm showed no improvement, then coupling it with

other schemes would yield mediocre results. A variation of the XOR hashing function was also

implemented. In this design the Givargis algorithm was used to select quality bits for XOR-ing. In

the following section, a description of the experimental framework is presented and also discussion

of the results obtained.

3.2. Adaptive Partitioning for Multi-Threaded Applications

In multi-threaded systems where cache memory holds the working set of more than one appli-

cation, data thrashing and conflict misses between competing applications can severely deteriorate

cache performance. The problem is two fold (1) The working set increases significantly, depending

on the number of threads concurrently running on the processor. As a result, capacity misses are

more prevalent. (2) The second issue, is the increased thrashing a thread’s data by another thread,

or several other threads.

Capacity misses could be addressed by increasing the size of the cache. However, the in-

creased wire delays and area overhead of large caches could conspire to negatively impact both

performance and power consumption [15]. Several researchers have investigated methods for iso-

lating the accesses of threads in a multi-threaded environment; in an effort to stem data thrashing.

One approach, known as column caching [23] tries to isolate concurrently running applications in

the cache. In this technique ways in a set-associative cache are dynamically allocated to different

threads, depending on the miss-rate of each application. Each thread can only evict data residing
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in a way to which it has been assigned. To implement this design the memory controller has to be

modified to track which ways, belong to each thread. And at replacement time restrict the evic-

tion candidate depending on which thread is accessing the cache. Mechanisms for determining the

optimal partitioning between the threads would also have to be implemented.

[11] proposes a cache decay [13] based management system for CMP multi-processors. In this

design each cache line is associated with a decay counter, which is decremented over time. Each

time a line is referenced, its decay counter is set to the decay value T. When the counter value is

zero, the line is a candidate for replacement regardless of its LRU status. This counter based sys-

tem is used to increase the lifetime of cache lines belonging to high priority processes. Priority in

this design is determined by the operating system. We propose a cache design for multi-threaded

applications which reduces miss rates, on average by 60%, for thread combinations explored in

this work. In this technique, isolation between concurrently executing threads is promoted. This is

achieved by using the cache indexing to restrict the number of sets a particular thread can access.

We will illustrate this functionality with an example. Consider a cache with 8 sets that are being

shared by two threads. Normally, three index bits log2 8 of the address would be used to index a

set in the cache. To isolate the threads, only two of the three bits are used. Using only two bits

effectively limits all the accesses to one half of the cache, to compensate for this one of the two

thread’s set index, is incremented by a constant offset numberOfSets
numberOfThreads

which is four in this exam-

ple. This effectively partitions the cache with minimal hardware overhead. Although, isolation

improves performance it does not address the issue of conflict misses within the thread. Cache

under-utilization could also exist, as one thread could be significantly less memory intensive than

another. To address this issues directories are used, such as those proposed in the adaptive-cache,

to track set utilization and employ LRU sets as victim buffers. This adaptive set tracking and reuse

mechanism works beyond each threads cache boundary to utilize all cache sets more efficiently.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In evaluating these techniques ten SPEC [1] and several Mibench [9] benchmarks were used.

These Mibench benchmarks fall into six categories: Automotive and Industrial Control, Network,

Security, Consumer Devices, Office Automation, and Telecommunications. These categories offer

different program characteristics that enable researchers in architecture and compilers to examine

their designs more effectively for embedded systems.

The simulator used in this work are the SimpleScalar tool-set [5] and M-Sim [22]. Sim-

pleScalar is a cycle accurate processor simulator that supports out-of-order issue and execution.

All the benchmarks used were compiled for the Alpha Instruction-set-architecture. M-Sim is an

SMT extension of SimpleScalar. In simulations, the SPEC 2006 benchmarks were fast-forwarded

for 2 billion instructions and executed for the following 2 billion instructions. This approach is

time efficient and captures most of the program behavior of these applications. The Mibench

benchmarks however, were run till completion. We simulated a 2-issue out-of-order processor and

collected the miss rates and misses per set to assess the uniformity of these applications. In order

to attain set access information for the benchmarks, SimpleScalar was instrumented to count and

report the number of misses per set in the cache. The per set miss data for each benchmark was

collected and run through MATLAB in order to compute the kurtosis and skewness values. The

size of the out-directory and set-history table used to implement the adaptive cache is 3/8 and 4/16

of the number of sets in the cache respectively. These sizes were suggested by the authors of the

papers through experimentation. The replacement policy used in our B-cache implementation was

LRU, and the BAS used was 8. This means that each group of sets had 8 sets, the miss-rates of a

B-cache with BAS set to 8 approaches that of an 8 way associative cache.

For better clarity, the results will be presented relative to the baseline direct-mapped cache with

the same number of sets. The baseline cache configuration, against which all the other schemes
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were compared, includes a 32kB direct mapped L1 data cache with a block size of 32 bytes, and a

unified L2 cache with 256kB.

4.1. Results

For clarity, the improvement in uniformity and performance achieved by the various cache in-

dexing schemes is shown first. Secondly, the results for the programmable associativity schemes,

is presented. Thirdly, the results of our hybrid schemes, which leverage the advantages of pro-

grammable associativity and improved cache indexing schemes is shown. Finally, the performance

of the adaptive-partitioned cache for multi-threaded applications is evaluated.

4.1.1. Comparing Cache Indexing Schemes

We now show, how the different indexing schemes described in the previous section perform

in terms of uniformity and average-memory-access times. We did not evaluate Patels indexing

scheme, because of the intractability of the computations needed to find optimal indexes. Figure

4.1 and 4.2, shows the percentage reduction in cache misses achieved using these techniques, when

compared to the baseline, for both SPEC and Mibench benchmarks. A negative value indicates, an

increase in cache miss rates when compared to traditional indexing scheme. These figures show

that none of the techniques perform consistently well for all benchmarks. But, on average, Givar-

gis’s technique performs worst among all the techniques studies in this paper. For benchmarks,

like CRC and SHA, the performance improvement is about 100%, for the odd-multiplier index-

ing technique. These performance improvement is remarkable for a simple low overhead scheme

like XOR and odd-multiplier. The SPEC 2006 benchmarks show much lower performance im-

provements when compared to the Mibench applications. For the SPEC benchmarks, all the cache

indexing schemes consistently under-perform, when compared to conventional indexing. This is

especially true for the Givargis technique. The only benchmarks that shows improved performance

with Givargis are Gromacs and Hmmer.

The prime-modulo scheme also underperformed, its average improvement was -30.6%, how-

ever, it did manage to improve the misses for Astar by 18.2%. Which was the highest performance
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FIGURE 4.1. Percent reduction in miss-rate relative to a direct-mapped cache with

SPEC 2006 benchmarks.

FIGURE 4.2. Percent reduction in miss-rate relative to a direct-mapped cache for

Mibench benchmarks.

increase for any SPEC benchmark. The performance of these indexing schemes with higher as-

sociativity caches was also explored. We evaluated two, four, eight, and sixteen way associative

caches. The results are shown in tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. From the values it is evident that any

positive cache miss rate improvement achieved by any indexing scheme is diminished with higher
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associativities. While this study indicates that none of the techniques consistently outperform tra-

ditional modulo indexing, some specific applications may benefit from a specific indexing scheme

such as odd-multiplier or XOR schemes like basic-math, FFT, SHA, Astar, Bzip2 and Hmmer.

TABLE 4.1. Percent Miss-rate Reduction for a 2 Way Associative Cache with Dif-

ferent Cache Indexing Schemes.

Benchmark XOR Odd Multiplier Prime Modulo Givargis

Astar 1.54 0.38 0.38 -216.92

Bzip2 2.89 3.31 3.31 -21.07

Calculix -6.67 0.00 -11.11 -122.22

Gromacs 0.93 0.00 0.93 -18.69

Hmmer 2.30 16.59 5.07 -23.96

Libquantum 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00

MCF 0.06 -0.50 -0.44 -17.91

Milc 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1575.86

Namd 12.12 7.58 6.06 -266.67

Sjeng -28.00 16.00 16.00 -324.00

As mention earlier, these schemes, succeed in improving the miss-rates of some embedded

benchmarks. However, no one cache indexing scheme outperforms the others, for all benchmarks.

In most cases, an indexing scheme that could work well for one application can significantly de-

teriorate performance for another. Since most embedded applications run a few predetermined

applications, one possible solution would be to profile embedded applications off-line and employ

indexing schemes that minimize the number of cache misses. Although optimal indexing schemes

show less improvement in miss-rates when compared to the B-cache, column-associative cache,

and adaptive-cache they offer much less complexity. With the exception of the prime-modulo

scheme, and little to no increase in the access time for the cache. This reduction in complexity,

will have significant implications for both area and power consumption which could be desirable in
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TABLE 4.2. Percent Miss-rate Reduction for a 4 Way Associative Cache with Dif-

ferent Cache Indexing Schemes.

Benchmark XOR Odd Multiplier Prime Modulo Givargis

Astar 0.87 0.87 0.44 -58.08

Bzip2 4.19 4.19 4.19 -48.17

Calculix 0.00 2.70 0.00 -97.30

Gromacs 0.00 0.00 0.00 -51.90

Hmmer 0.71 1.43 1.43 -54.29

Libquantum 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00

MCF -0.36 -0.57 -0.64 -28.35

Milc 0.00 0.00 0.00 -665.52

Namd 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1016.67

Sjeng 0.00 0.00 0.00 -530.00

TABLE 4.3. Percent Miss-rate Reduction for a 8 Way Associative Cache with Dif-

ferent Cache Indexing Schemes.

Benchmark XOR Odd Multiplier Prime Modulo Givargis

Astar 0.00 0.00 0.00 -37.61

Bzip2 1.37 1.37 1.37 -91.10

Calculix 0.00 0.00 0.00 -61.76

Gromacs 0.00 2.44 2.44 -187.80

Hmmer 0.00 0.00 0.82 -59.84

Libquantum 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00

MCF -0.61 -0.61 -0.53 -33.64

Milc 0.00 0.00 0.00 -320.69

Namd 0.00 0.00 0.00 -977.78

Sjeng 0.00 0.00 0.00 -375.00
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TABLE 4.4. Percent Miss-rate Reduction for a 16 Way Associative Cache with

Different Cache Indexing Schemes.

Benchmark XOR Odd Multiplier Prime Modulo Givargis

Astar 0.00 0.00 0.00 -34.26

Bzip2 1.00 1.00 1.00 -173.00

Calculix 0.00 0.00 3.03 -54.55

Gromacs 0.00 0.00 0.00 -306.90

Hmmer 0.00 0.00 0.00 -65.22

Libquantum 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00

MCF -0.95 -0.95 -0.87 -39.42

Milc 0.00 0.00 0.00 -48.28

Namd 0.00 0.00 0.00 -950.00

Sjeng 0.00 0.00 0.00 -212.50

embedded applications. The proposed system as illustrated in figure 4.3, stores the optimal index-

ing to be used for each application. At run-time the indexing scheme which results in fewer misses

will be enabled by a multiplexer. For embedded systems that run one application, the selection

mechanism is not necessary as it can be the only indexing for the cache.

4.1.2. Comparing Programmable Associativity Schemes

Figure 12 and 13 show the percentage reduction in miss-rate, achieved by the programmable

associativity techniques for the SPEC 2006 and Mibench benchmarks respectively. The B-cache

posts the best performance improvement followed closely by the column-associative cache. For

all the techniques evaluated the Sjeng benchmarks shows the highest reduction in miss-rate when

compared to the baseline. The performance of the column associative cache when compared to

the adaptive-cache is remarkable. Given the column-associative cache’s less complex hardware

overhead relative to the adaptive cache. Another aspect of the design of these schemes which is

of critical importance in embedded systems is the amount of extra chip area required to realize

these designs. The B-Cache for example utilizes a CAM based programmable decoder, which
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FIGURE 4.3. A diagram of the proposed cache indexing selection mechanism.

increases the area overhead of the B-Cache design when compared to a direct-mapped cache by

about 4.3% [25]. In an adaptive-cache the amount of area required to implement the out-directory

and set-history table is about 5% of the area taken up by its direct-mapped counter-part. The

column-associative cache requires (1 x 1024) bits in a 1024 set cache to hold the rehash-bit for

each line, which is about 0.4% additional area requirement. Miss-rates alone, however do not fully

capture the performance improvement attained by these schemes. This is because of extra cycles

incurred by the implementation of some of these techniques.

The results obtained show that the B-cache achieves the highest reduction in miss rates when

compared to the adaptive-cache and the column-associative cache. This is because essentially the

B-cache functions like a set associative cache with LRU replacement policy. The adaptive cache
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FIGURE 4.4. Percent reduction in miss-rate relative to a direct-mapped cache for

SPEC 2006 benchmarks.

also shows significant performance improvement, this is because of its ability to identify less active

sets and use them as placeholders for data evicted from more frequently used sets.

FIGURE 4.5. Percent reduction in miss-rate relative to a directly-mapped cache for

Mibench benchmarks.

To capture the effect of these extra cycles on performance, the average memory access time

(AMAT) is utilized as the metric to use for comparing the techniques discussed. The AMAT is
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the average time used to access cache memory. It takes into account, both the hit and miss time.

These times vary depending on the particular design. The methodology employed by some of

these techniques incur extra cycles for table lookups and for accessing secondary cache lines. We

estimated that the adaptive cache incurs 3 extra cycles, if there is a hit in the out-directory. This is

because of the cycles used to search the out-directory and for the second cache lookup that occurs

if there is a hit in the OUT directory. Consequently, the hit-time is split into 2 fractions, one for

direct hits to the cache and the other for hits in the out-directory. The formula used to compute the

average memory access-time for the adaptive-cache is given below.

AMATAdaptiveCache = (FractionOfDirectHits× 1cycle)

+ ((1 − FractionOfDirectHits) × 3cycles)

+ (MissRate×MissPenalty)

(1)

AMATColumnAssociativeCache = (FractionOfRehashHits× 2cycles)

+ ((1 − FractionOfRehashHits) × 1cycles)

+ ((FractionOfRehashMisses×MissRate)

× (MissPenalty + 1))

+ (((1 − FractionOfRehashMisses) ×MissRate)

× MissPenalty)

(2)

In the case of a column associative cache, the hit-time and the miss-penalty are comprised of 2

different components. Similar to the adaptive cache a hit during the first lookup of the cache incurs

1 cycle, a hit in the second cache lookup incurs 2 cycles. The same is true for the miss-penalty,
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FIGURE 4.6. Percent reduction in average memory access-time relative to a direct-

mapped cache with Mibench benchmarks.

the miss-penalty during the rehash lookup incurs one additional cycle-time. The rehash-bit ensures

that the rehash lookup occurs less frequently, since it uniquely identifies cache lines that have been

rehashed. The formula below shows the AMAT calculation for a column associative cache. Figure

4.6 and 4.7 show the reduction in average memory access-time achieved by these schemes, from the

figure it can be observed that B-cache performs best; on average a 9% reduction in average memory

access-time when compared to traditional direct mapped cache. Some benchmarks however, show

small improvements in AMAT, for example SPEC 2006 benchmarks like Libquantum, Milc, MCF,

and Mibench applications like Adpcm, Bit-Count, and CRC. These benchmarks access all cache

sets uniformly and there are very few conflict misses that can be eliminated by Column Associative,

Adaptive or B-Caches.

The results above show that for all benchmarks across the board the B-Cache posts the highest

average reduction in average memory access time. Although the B-Cache shows the highest im-

provements for most applications, all three techniques show reduction in cache misses. It has been

observed [25] that the B-Cache as implemented here achieves the same miss rates as an 8-way

associative cache, while using a direct-mapped cache.
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FIGURE 4.7. Percent reduction in average memory access-time relative to a direct-

mapped cache with SPEC 2006 benchmarks.

4.1.3. Evaluating Hybrid Implementations

As mentioned earlier, hybrid designs that combine the merits of cache indexing and pro-

grammable associativity schemes are also explored. In the case of the B-cache the use the various

cache indexing schemes as the non-programmable indexes into the cache, is investigated. For the

adaptive and column-associative cache these indexing techniques are used as the primary index

into the cache sets. Figure 16 shows the percentage reduction in misses that results results from

combining the B-cache with these various indexing schemes. In most cases the new indexing meth-

ods show some reductions in cache misses. B-cache using XOR and Odd-Multiplier techniques

show larger improvements when compared to the Prim-Modulo technique. For some benchmarks,

however, non-traditional indexing schemes actually increase cache misses. As stated previously,

prime-modulo indexing requires complex hardware. Hence B-cache with Exclusive-OR indexing

may be a better combination. Combining the column associative cache and these non-traditional

indexing schemes proved to be the best hybrid combination, as shown in figure 4.9. For the Sjeng

and Hmmer benchmarks the performance improvement over the conventional column associative

cache was about 20% with an average of about 6% using the odd-multiplier indexing scheme. The
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FIGURE 4.8. B-cache performance using the XOR, odd-multiplier and prime-

modulo indexing schemes.

FIGURE 4.9. Column-associative cache performance using the XOR, odd-

multiplier and prime-modulo indexing schemes.

adaptive-cache, shown in figure 4.10, showed the least improvement with the best average of about

1% using the XOR indexing scheme.
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FIGURE 4.10. Adaptive-cache performance using the XOR, odd-multiplier and

prime-modulo indexing schemes.

The B-cache, hybrid combinations of the adaptive cache showed small improvements in miss-

rates. The combination of the adaptive-cache and prime-modulo indexing posted the worst average

performance. For benchmarks like Calculix, the decrease in performance is about 30%.

4.1.4. Evaluating Adaptive Partitioned Cache for Multi-threads

Similar to the adaptive-cache, the adaptive partitioned cache also incurs three cycles in the

event that a hit occurs in the OUT directory. The simulations for the adaptive partitioned cache,

were run using a simultaneous multi-threaded [24] simulator, M-Sim [22]. M-Sim is an extension

of SimpleScalar, and it simulates the Alpha AXP, a 64-bit RISC microprocessor. It supports con-

current execution of multiple threads via the SMT model. Figure 4.11 shows, the improvement

in AMAT over the baseline, which is a direct-mapped cache with 1024 sets and 32 bytes a line.

The benchmark combination with the most performance improvement is the Gromacs, Namd pair.

Which posted reductions in AMAT of about 56%. As stated earlier, the performance gains achieved

by this technique could be attributed to its ability to isolate accesses from multiple threads. And

also dynamically detect underutilized cache sets and allocate them to a more memory active thread.

It is worth noting that because of the cache set partitioning and the number of sets in the cache.
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FIGURE 4.11. Percent reduction in AMAT for the adaptive partitioned cache.

Each thread has about 512 sets, when there are 2 threads and 256 sets with four threads. However,

this cache design still outperforms the conventional cache indexing. This observation underscores

the degree of cache thrashing that exists in multi-threaded applications.

4.1.5. Comparing Cache Uniformity

In order to evaluate the role of cache set uniformity in the performance improvement or degra-

dation achieved by these schemes, statistical measures of uniformity - Kurtosis and Skewness are

used to compare these techniques side-by-side. Skewness is a measure of the degree of asymmetry

of a distribution. A distribution is characterized as symmetric if the values are similar throughout

all the data-points. If the left tail is more pronounced than the right tail, the function is said to have

negative skewness. If the reverse is true, it has positive skewness.

Skewness =

∑N
i=1(Yi − Ȳ )3

(N − 1) × s3

Kurtosis is another measure used to quantify the variability of a distribution. It is a statistical

measure used to describe the distribution of observed data around the mean. A high kurtosis

portrays a chart with fat tails and a low, even distribution, whereas a low kurtosis portrays a chart

with skinny tails and a distribution concentrated near the mean.
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Kurtosis =

∑N
i=1(Yi − Ȳ )4

(N − 1) × s4

The data on skewness and kurtosis presented in this work shows the relative increase/decrease

of these variability measures when compared to a baseline direct-mapped cache with the same

number of sets. This results give a much more vivid representation of the change in uniformity of

the data distribution relative to the baseline. The figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 below show the

kurtosis and skewness of all the schemes for both SPEC 2006 and Mibench benchmarks. The fig-

ures for percent improvement in performance is also included, in order to demonstrate the impact

of uniformity on performance. The kurtosis and skewness data for the cache indexing techniques

for both Mibench and SPEC 2006 benchmarks show that for most of these applications the skew-

ness or asymmetry of the distribution is not reduced, except for a few benchmarks like Hmmer,

Gromacs and Sjeng. In most cases it is evident that lower (negative) skewness values results in

improved performance. One exception is the security Mibench benchmark SHA, although skew-

ness and kurtosis increase considerably the miss-rate still reduces. It should be noted that for

most Mibench (embedded) applications there are sparse accesses to cache sets and a majority of

cache lines go severely under-utilized. Givargis’s technique post the largest increase in kurtosis

and skewness of the SPEC 2006 benchmarks MCF and A-star, this non-uniformity translates into

degraded performance for that scheme, as shown previously. Odd-multiplier indexing performs

the best for cache indexing schemes using Mibench applications. For SPEC 2006 applications

traditional cache indexing outperforms all other indexing approaches. The programmable asso-

ciativity schemes, shown in figures 4.12 and 4.13, paint a more consistent picture. Across the

board, it is evident that the reduced kurtosis and skewness of these schemes translate into much

better cache performance. The average kurtosis is for the B-cache is lower than any of the other

schemes. This also translates into fewer misses as discussed previously. This is a direct result of

the B-caches ability to view a subset of sets (in this implementation, each subset has 8 sets) as

one set and manage each set using the LRU replacement policy, thus achieving better uniformity.

The column associative cache posts the worst uniformity this is because the sets that are used as

placeholders on a rehash could be more frequently used (MFU) sets. If the scheme could identify
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FIGURE 4.12. Kurtosis and skewness for SPEC 2006 benchmarks with the cache

indexing schemes.

least frequently used (LFU) and use them to hold evicted data on a rehash, the performance could

improve. However, this would introduce a more complexity and ultimately increase the average

access time of the cache on a hit or miss.
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FIGURE 4.13. Kurtosis and skewness for the cache indexing techniques using the

Mibench benchmarks.

To see the relationship between kurtosis and skewness, the accesses to individual cache sets for

the Sjeng benchmark is shown in figure 4.16. The figure shows that the direct-mapped and column

associative cache have the worst uniformity and the best uniformity is achieved by the B-cache
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FIGURE 4.14. Kurtosis and skewness for an adaptive cache, B-cache and a column

associative cache for SPEC 2006 benchmarks.

and adaptive cache. The uniformity is also reflected by the kurtosis and skewness values for this

benchmark.
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FIGURE 4.15. Miss kurtosis for a direct-mapped cache, an adaptive cache, B-cache

and a column associative cache.
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FIGURE 4.16. Misses per set for a direct-mapped, adaptive-cache, B-cache, and

column-associative-cache.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

As researchers try to narrow the gap between CPU and memory performance, cache perfor-

mance continues to remain one of the keys to narrowing this gap. In this work several schemes

used to improve uniform access across the set which in turn reduces conflict misses, are explored.

We evaluated several dynamic schemes B-cache, column-associative cache, and adaptive-cache

which monitor set usage at run-time and use this information to achieve better uniformity. We also

evaluated static schemes XOR, odd-multiplier and prime-modulo which approach the problem of

uniformity as a problem of finding the optimal hashing function that reduces collisions. We also

considered, hybrid implementations which merge the synergies of the several approaches optimal

indexing and programmable decoders.

From the results gathered it is evident that the ability of cache indexing schemes to improve

the performance miss-rates across a broad spectrum of applications is limited. These indexing

techniques work well for some applications and degrade the performance of others. This behavior

necessitates the need for applications to be profiled off-line and their ideal hash function chosen.

Embedded platforms lend themselves to such profiling since they are designed to run a predeter-

mined set of applications. The B-Cache seemed to have the best performance across the board

for different classes of applications. However, the column-associative cache also showed signif-

icant performance improvement given the simplicity of the technique. We are also able to show

improved performance of about 6% using some of the hybrid schemes proposed in this work and

identify cache uniformity as one of the culprits of cache misses.
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE WORK

The various indexing schemes studied in this work could provide the basis for other cache

improvement schemes. For example - the performance of caches is usually improved by using

a small victim cache to hold data evicted on a conflict miss to a cache set. The prime modulo

scheme which shows significant cache miss reduction on some Mibench benchmarks has the issue

of fragmentation. Since the scheme works by computing the modulo of an address with the prime

number closest to the number of sets, several sets go under-utilized. For example if there are 1024

sets in the cache the closest prime number is 1021 as a result 3 sets are not used at all. The sets

could be used as a victim cache with little addition to the hardware. On an eviction a block could

reside in one of these sets and for some Mibench applications offer the benefits of these 2 schemes.

Another idea that might be worth exploring is the problem of non-uniformity in multi-threaded

application where several threads share the cache resources. Conflict misses increase in these

environment, since competition for sets occur both within a given application and across the ap-

plications (threads) running concurrently. A possible solution would be to use cache indexing to

limit each application running concurrently to a subsection of the cache. This would help address

the problem of thread thrashing, however if one application utilizes cache resources more heavily

and another application is less memory intensive the overall performance could still suffer. To

address this issue a structure for tracking set usage information like the Adaptive-cache could be

adopted and help steer evicted data from more active sets to less active ones across thread demar-

cated subsections. Set usage information could also be used to implement a dynamic replacement

policy at L2 or higher level caches. This would work by monitoring set history information at L1

cache and flagging data evicted from very active sets as high priority blocks. The idea behind this

implementation is that although active sets would incur a disproportionate amount of misses in L1

cache the evicted data would be treated with higher priority in L2 since it has a higher probability
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of being reused. Priority could be assigned to these blocks by using a decay based mechanism

and high priority block would enjoy a longer decay time in L2 cache. Replacement policy would

be augmented to evict blocks based on their decay values.The various indexing schemes studied

in this work could provide the basis for other cache improvement schemes. For example - the

performance of caches is usually improved by using a small victim cache to hold data evicted on

a conflict miss to a cache set. The prime modulo scheme which shows significant cache miss re-

duction on some Mibench benchmarks has the issue of fragmentation. Since the scheme works by

computing the modulo of an address with the prime number closest to the number of sets, several

sets go under-utilized. For example if there are 1024 sets in the cache the closest prime number

is 1021 as a result 3 sets are not used at all. The sets could be used as a victim cache with little

addition to the hardware. On an eviction a block could reside in one of these sets and for some

Mibench applications offer the benefits of these 2 schemes.

Another idea that might be worth exploring is the problem of non-uniformity in multi-threaded

application where several threads share the cache resources. Conflict misses increase in these

environment, since competition for sets occur both within a given application and across the ap-

plications (threads) running concurrently. A possible solution would be to use cache indexing to

limit each application running concurrently to a subsection of the cache. This would help address

the problem of thread thrashing, however if one application utilizes cache resources more heavily

and another application is less memory intensive the overall performance could still suffer. To

address this issue a structure for tracking set usage information like the Adaptive-cache could be

adopted and help steer evicted data from more active sets to less active ones across thread demar-

cated subsections. Set usage information could also be used to implement a dynamic replacement

policy at L2 or higher level caches. This would work by monitoring set history information at L1

cache and flagging data evicted from very active sets as high priority blocks. The idea behind this

implementation is that although active sets would incur a disproportionate amount of misses in L1

cache the evicted data would be treated with higher priority in L2 since it has a higher probability

of being reused. Priority could be assigned to these blocks by using a decay based mechanism and
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high priority block would enjoy a longer decay time in L2 cache. Replacement policy would be

augmented to evict blocks based on their decay values.
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